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Abstract 

 

Reservoir characterization is an essential task in order to predict and optimize oil production 

under different injection/ production scenarios. Generally, reservoir simulation is used in 

reservoir management to evaluate different parameters inside the reservoir. However, it requires 

many inputs, it is time consuming and it contains large uncertainty in physical and geological 

properties. Therefore, it is essential to have simpler method that provides quick results.  

Capacitance resistive model (CRM) as a fast reservoir simulation technique has been proved to 

be a very good alternative for the reservoir simulation. The model is derived from the continuity 

equations to compute producer/injector connection strength whenever desirable well production 

and injection data are available. Thus, the main input data for this model is only the historical 

injection and production rate which provides simplicity and speed of calculation. CRM 

characterizes the reservoir based on the weighting factors and time constants between every pair 

of injection and production wells which are determined by regression differential equations. 

In this work, CRM was used to construct an overview of the physical meaning of CRM 

parameters. We studied the effect of different geological properties such as permeability, 

porosity, presence of fractures or damage with different size and the effect of different injection 

rates on the CRM parameters. We found that the producers that are in a higher permeable area 

will have higher weight coefficients and lower time constants and vice versa for the producers 

that are in the low permeable zones. Also, presence of any damage was identified by lower 

weight coefficients and higher time constants. Presence of fractures was distinguished by higher 

weight and lower time constants.        

We applied this approach to Field A as an example and to real Omani oil field for the reservoir 

characterization. In Field A, there were high and low permeable areas and we found the location 

of the fault in the filed by analyzing CRM parameters. In the Omani field, CRM approach was 

used to determine the high and low permeable zones and then construct the permeability 

distribution for the whole reservoir to get a general idea about the reservoir by only analyzing 

injection/production data. It was found that permeability map from CRM is mostly consistent 

with the permeability map obtained by geostatistics approach. By analyzing CRM parameters, 

we found that injectors located at the boundary of the reservoir lost more of the injected water 

when compared to injectors in the interior of the reservoir. In addition, CRM is able to highlight 

the strength of support from water aquifers at reservoir’s boundaries. Also, by CRM we found 

that 78% of the support is from the injectors and 22% from the aquifers. This is consistent with 

the known information that 75% of the support is from injector and 25% from the two aquifers. 

By these analyses we proved the capabilities of CRM in characterizing real field data.  
 


